
How to multiply the value of your reviews

The 5x Review Strategy

Operation Reputation helps companies just like 
yours improve online reputations and grow 
revenues by getting more online reviews, better 
online reviews and most importantly - joining 
the conversation about your brand! 



Let your newly captured and 
existing reviews drive your 
marketing. 

Don’t let them collect dust. 

Let’s look at how to use your 
reviews over and over again to 
fuel your marketing and win more 
customers. 

Summarize
Recent Reviews
Reviews by Location
Themed Reviews
Social Media

5x



Summarize
your reputation

STRATEGY #1

4.48 Rating based on 929 reviews

The volume of reviews and the overall star 
rating are two of the most important 
considerations for consumers.

Keep it simple and display your overall rating 
and review count.



The Review Badge is a simple, 
clean and visual display of your 
review overview with a call to 
action to view all your reviews.

Review Badge

FEATURE



Studies show that 58% of consumers feel 
recency is the top review factor, even over 
rating and quantity of reviews.¹

Displaying your reviews on your website 
to show your most recent reviews is very 
helpful to consumers in our “what have you 
done for me lately” world.

¹ Survey from BrightLocal

Showcase your
recent reviews

STRATEGY #2



The Conversion Pop-up is an 
awesome way to display your 
most recent star ratings on your 
website.

This pop-up can display on any 
page or site-wide on your 
website and rotates through 
your last 30 reviews.

Conversion
Pop-up

FEATURE



Give greater visibility to the details of your 
reviews and display reviews by location. 
Displaying your location reviews in full allows 
your website visitors to see both your overall 
rating and to dig into every review for what 
matters to them.

Display reviews
by location

STRATEGY #3



FEATURE

Review Widget
The Review Widget displays your 
overall star rating, reviews, and 
replies from your business.

Place this widget on a dedicated 
page if you have a single 
location or on each location 
page of your website for a big 
content and SEO win.

Vertical, horizontal, or full-page 
layouts are available.



Consumers are often seeking reviews related 
to just a specific service, product or aspect of 
your business. Make it easy for them by 
bringing those reviews together on the same 
page.

Grouping and displaying your reviews by a 
theme or keyword is a big opportunity for 
keywords, content and conversion.

Reviews grouped
by theme

STRATEGY #4



The Tag Widget is the only 
solution on the market that 
makes displaying reviews by a 
theme possible.

Reviews grouped by tags in our 
system (manually or 
automatically using 
Auto-Tagging) can then be 
displayed on the product or 
service page they support using 
the Tag Widget.

Tag Widget

FEATURE



STRATEGY #5

Post reviews to
social media
Creating social content is hard, but your 
reviews are a valuable source for that content. 
Repurpose any review, no matter how old, as 
a post on Facebook, Google Posts, Twitter, and 
Instagram to reuse your reviews.

Including reviews in your social strategy is a 
great way to highlight your customers 
experience, engage prospects, and show that 
reviews matter to you.



With just a few clicks you can 
take a review and create a 
graphic to share using Social 
Sharing. Add a custom 
background for your brand and 
share or download an amazing 
piece of visual content in 
seconds.

Social Sharing

FEATURE



Don’t just collect reviews. Use the 5x Review Strategy to put them to work 
again and again to gain your next customer… who will write your next review!

5x



THANK YOU
Any questions?




